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Product Photo

Highlights


RMT is the intersection between innovative
fitness equipment and a highly portable training
tool.



Hydraulic feature - multi striking force.



Same workout experience between gym and
home.

Aptness-Fit Limited

Hong Kong
Booth no: 8-H13
Zone: Fitness & Gymnastic Training Equipment

Brother International (HK) Ltd
Hong Kong
Booth no: 8-P02
Zone: Public Day Booth

Reference:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=htKtjZ6G1A8



The PR-1000 raises the bar in embroidery for
hobbyists, crafters and home-based
entrepreneurs, with its 10 needles,
InnovaChrome™ Thread Color System,
InnovEye® technology, and more.



With the enhanced InnovEye® technology, you
can view, in real time, a sharp, magnified view
of the needle area – it's like a having a built-in
camera above the needle.



A wide variety of accessories gives the
flexibility to embroider a huge range of items,
from homewear to sports clothing and high-end
fashion garments.
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Delight Brother's International
Taiwan
Booth no: 8-E33
Zone: Outdoor Sports

Highlights


Concentrated glucose、FOS、honey and
refined carbohydrates, can provide up to
128 calories of energy supplement



Special add rich vitamin B group, the
bio-based electrolyte formula that helps
stabilize the body condition.



Rapid conversion, bursts of energy, strong
spirit, enhance strength.

Light weight Windsurfing Sail:

Company produces various windsurfing
sail including dacron sail, school sail,
beginner sail, PVC window sail, high
tenacity polyester dacron.

Extreme Union Company Limited
Hong Kong
Booth no: 8-H20
Zone: Water Sports Zone



Made of “X-Ply”, a material which is light in
weight. Together with its toughness and
transparency, it is an ideal product for
windsurfing.



Products are ISO 9001 approved



All products with test report on safety and
materials.
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Highlights


Brand: Erke



Mono mesh material and seamless
technique create a single-layer upper that
eliminates overlays and reduces weight.
Shoe weighs 105-125g only.



The upper is constructed of tightly
seamless mesh in particle foam with high
density to turn out great flexibility and
ventilation.



Foam EVA and KPU design outsole for
anti-shocking and free movements on
pavements.

Fujian Hongxing Erke Sports Goods Co., Ltd
Chinese Mainland
Booth no: 8-F01
Zone: Premium Zone

Radicool Cooling Sportswear:

Solely developed by Gunze, Radicool is an
advanced fibre that channels moist and
sweat away from the skin to the outer layer
of the fabric.


Gunze International Hong Kong Limited
Hong Kong
Booth no: 8-G09
Zone: Premium Zone

Sportswear made from Radicool effectively
reduces skin temperature and keep the
wearer dry and comfortable.

Insect Shield® Repellent Apparel:

The product contains a proprietary
permethrin formula in the fibers, resulting
in effective, odorless insect protection that
lasts the expected lifetime of the apparel.


Insect Shield® Repellent Apparel has
been proven and registered to repel
mosquitoes, ticks, ants, flies, chiggers, and
midges (no-see-ums).
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Highlights
Weight Vest:

Made of Lycra and Neoprene, the Weight
Vest provides a skintight fit that eliminates
chafing and pain.

Jam Sport
Hong Kong
Booth no: 8-P01
Zone: Public Day Booth

OIC Concept Limited
Hong Kong
Booth no: 8-E08
Zone: Premium Zone



Individual inner pockets contain powder
coated, lead weights to help develop
specific muscle groups.



Enhance and increase speed, quickness,
and strength.

Vertical Jump Enhancement Shoes:

By training the calf and ball-of-foot to
increase reactive strength, jumping skill
and coordination.


Product helps to increase vertical jump by
5-10 inches and lower 40 yd. dash time by
2/10ths of a second.



Product is used by NBA players for slam
dunk training.



Brand: KINeSYS



KINeSYS SPF30 Sunscreen Spray - the
utimate performance sunscreen from
Canada;



Very water-resistant and sweat-resistant,
recommended by professional athletes;



Hypoallergenic and non-comedogenic,
alcohol-free, PABA & Paraben-free for
healthy skin;



Oil-free and colorant-free for non-greasy
and no mess application;



Hands-free MicroSPRAY technology to
spray on lightly and evenly over the body;



FDA approved "Parsol 1789" to provide
broad spectrum UVA/UVB protection.
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Highlights
TP9 Sneaker

Peak (China) Co Ltd
Chinese Mainland
Booth no: 8-E05
Zone: Premium Zone



By applying the latest Gradient Dual Tech,
PEAK customizes TP9 exclusive signature
sneaker based on Tony Parker personal
requirements and his skills features.



The blending of synthetic and mesh gives
superior support and comfort!



Perforation design is easy to be wet by
sweat offers a cool environment inside the
shoes despite of strenuous exercise.



Applying Gradient Dual Tech by placing
different material with various elasticity
and cushion on the sole to help the players
move and ground more stably.



Special shape on the fore sole enhances
friction and reduces the use of rubber,
which decrease the shoes weight. The
horizontal EASYMOVE notch makes the
shoes bend more easily.

Zen Bluetooth MP3 Headphone:

Zen is a bluetooth mp3 headphone
specially designed for sports activities.

Tinjo industrial Limited
Hong Kong
Booth no: 8-E01
Zone: Premium Zone



Its tiny size makes it easy to be carried
while doing outdoor sports.



Waterproof and with a built-in Li-battery, it
is suitable for sporting use.



Stand by time: up to 100 hrs, charging
time: 2 hrs, talk time: up to 6 hrs, playing
music time: up to 8 hrs
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USH Sporting and Martial Art Supplies
Hong Kong
Booth no: 8-E03
Zone: Premium Zone

Wilton Bradley Hong Kong Limited
Hong Kong
Booth no: 8-G01
Zone: Premium Zone

Highlights


This ball is powered by the rotation of the
wrist and can increase strength of fingers,
wrists, hands and shoulders etc.



Hold the ball, insert one end of the cord
into the hole in the rotor. Let the cord wind
in the rotor until there is 7-8cm remaining.
Give it a quick, sharp rug away from the
ball. Immediately turn your hand over and
keep rotating your wrist to keep it moving.



By using it in different poses, it trains and
strengthens different muscles.



Good for sports lovers or athletes, and
also musicians, pianists or people who use
a lot of his/her wrist.



Brand: Osprey



A complete skateboard cruiser package,
set up and ready to cruise the streets and
promenades in sublime style and at super
speed.



Striking print on deck and wheels –
designer took inspiration from the
aesthetics of traditional African sculpture
but with a striking Osprey twist. The bright
colours make the board stand out from the
crowd in design.



The technical Osprey setup make this
board perfect for cruising or even in bowls
or parks.
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Waterproof MP 3-player:

Brand: Aqua Note


Handy and ideal for all sorts of sports. The
ergonomic fit MP3-player is incorporated in
the device and is ready to go without cable
or extra headphones. Waterproof up to 3
meters. Capacity up to 4GB.

External device connecting to a DSLR:

Brand: WEYE FEYE
XSories Hong Kong Ltd
Hong Kong
Booth no: 8-E19
Zone: Sports Equipment & Accessories Zone



It generates its own Wi-fi network enabling
a wireless and remote control of a camera
via an App on smartphones and tablets.



Available on Android and iOS.



Reference:
http://www.youtube.com/user/XSories



Brand: Xyber Force



Effectively balance any golf clubs to
promote ease of handling to achieve
longer distances, better ball flight and
accuracy.

Xyber Force
Hong Kong
Booth no: 8-E18
Zone: Golf Equipment & Accessories
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